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[ScilBio TV]
If Ginger Spice Gerri had Pulmonary stenosis, Baby Spice Emma had a ventricular septal defect,
Sporty Spice Mel had right ventricular hypertrophy, and, and Posh Spice Victoria had
dextroposition of the aorta are, for a very well-earned ten points, the Spice Girls would all have
the components of what congenital heart defect?
Tetralogy ofFallot
[Fine Arts/Classical music TV]
The orchestral arrangement on Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band were done by George
Martin because Paul McCartney couldn't read or write music. For his "Liverpool Oratorio", Sir
Paul hummed and sang the parts which were then transcribed by another composer. For his latest
work he worked completely on a computer MIDI program to compose and test the arranging.
FTP, name this latest classical work of Paul McCartney which immediately camped at #1 on the
Billboard Classical chart.
Standing Stone
[Hist TO]
Overcome by the sultan Bibars in 1272. Believed that the Holy Spirit resided in their leader, "the
Old Man of the Mountain", and therefore, all his orders were the will of God. Founded in Persia
in 1090 by Hassan ben Sabah. * FTP, these describe what fanatic military order, named for the
substance they are believed to have used before their ritual secret murders?
Assasins (accept Hashisheens)
[PopCult TU]
TWO ANSWERS REQUIRED After long solo careers, they collaborated in 1990 on the CD
"Songs for Drella" dedicated to Andy Warhol, the man who gave them their start in the 1960s as
part of his Exploding Plastic Inevitable. Afterwards, they got the proverbial old band back
together for a performance in Paris in 1993 that resulted in a live CD. FTP' name both of these
musicians, original members of the Velvet Underground, one the lead singer, and the other the
viola player.
Lou Reed and John Cale (do not accept Velvet Underground)
[SocScilEcon TU]
When Ginger Spice Gerri had the corner to herself, she charged 100 for a trick. After Posh Spice
Victoria and Mel B. moved started turning tricks on the same corner, the price dropped to 75.
Once Baby Spice Victoria and Mel C also moved in on the turf, it only cost 45 quid. FTP, whose
ecomonic law did we just explain in which rising population drives down wages to the lowest
possible level.
Thomas Malthus
[Hist TU]
The Vatican City is the smallest recognized nation although some argue that the headquarters of
this organization in Rome are actually a nation unto themselves and therefore the real smallest
country. Between 1530 and Napolean's invasion of the islands in 1798, they actually had a nation

of their own, but despite provisions for its return to them under the Peace of Amiens in 1802,
they never were returned to their former stature. FTP, name this order who once ruled Malta.
Order ofSt. John (accept Knights ofSt. Johns or Knights Hospitallers )
[Lit TU]
Parts of it are a glossary of cultural and architectural terms, plans, drawings, and cartoons, while
other parts are essays and discourses both on specific projects of the author's own and on the
nature of architecture and urbanism itself. FTP, name this 7 pound book Time called "the
ultimate coffetable book for a generation raised on MTV and Derrida" written by Rem Koolhaas
and named for the four sizes of his projects.
S, M, L, XL (accept pronounced either as the letters or as "small medium large extra large")
[Fine ArtJTheater TU]
If the Nixon White House and Watergate were a Greek tragedy, Tricky Dick's would be pride,
Spiro T. Agnew's would be greed, and the Plumbers' was tape. Aristotle identified it as a
necessary part of a tragic hero, and if your's is not speed, FTP, identify this Greek word from the
theater often translated as "fatal flaw."
hamartia (you're on your own here for pronunciation; accept "fatal flaw" on early buzz)
[Geog TU]
Designed by Japanese planners in the early 1980s to reflect the new wealth from oil drilling. It
was purposely located in the middle of the nation to avoid appearing to favor any specific region,
important in a country that founght one of the bloodiest counterinsurgency battles of the 1960s to
keep its south western province, Biafra, from seceeding. FTP, name this virtually deserted capital
intended to replace Lagos as the capital of Nigeria.
Ahuja
[Misc TU]
He started out playing the accordian, but switched to the piano because he saw his older brother
was attracting the women when he played it. Recently this University of Minnesota alum has
released a new CD entitled "Tribute" and also recorded a PBS special at the Taj Mahal. FTP,
name this new age keyboardist who has previously held a concert at the Acropolis.
Yanni
[Fine Arts/Architecture TU]
Chosen in 1978 as one of Philip Johnson's 8 "kids" who represented the cutting edge of
American architecture, he once had the windows of his house shot out over its radical
reinterpretation of the normal two story bungalow design of his Santa Monica neighborhood.
More recently he's been more notorious for projects not being built such as his Disney Concert
Hall in Los Angeles, although that may be changing. FTP, name this Canadian expatriot and
designer of the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain.
Frank O. GehlY
[Geog TV]
Scorned by the North, this area has been economi~ally depressed even longer than it has been
part of the nation itself. FTP, give the name for the southern portion of Italy below Rome that is
notorious for corruption, poverty, and unemployment.
Mezzogiomo

[SciIMath TV]
Chess players can take some solace in his theory since it states that a computer can never be as
smart as a human. This theory is based on the fact that some axioms in any closed set can never
be proven within the confines of the set, for example 1=1, and a computer will always be limited
by its fixed set of axioms. FTP, name this mathmatician who in 1931 invented his
Incompleteness Theorem, a cornerstone of modern linguistics.
Kurt Godel
[Hist TV]
One anagram for his name, according to Dave Barry, is 'Grow A Penis' although it wasn't his
member that was missing from the US Capitol. FTP, name this man who finally got his bust in
the hall of Vice Presidents 26 years after resigning in disgrace and being convicted of influence
peddling.
Spiro Agnew (the anagram really works)
[SSci/Law TV]
Extra time on standardized tests for people with Attention Deficit Disorder, Braille buttons on
the drive-thru ATM, and handles instead of door knobs in many public places are all responses
to, FTP, what landmark law requiring reasonable accomodation for handicapped people, a law
better known for requiring wheelchair ramps on most public buildings.
ADA or Americans with Disabilities Act
[Current Events TU]
By some estimates, the most expensive building ever at a cost of approximate ly $1 billion, it has
been called by some a Modernist Italian hill town overlooking Los Angeles because of its tan
aluminum and travertine exterior. Designed by Richard Meier, it is the culmination of over 14
years of design work. FTP, name this recently opened museum endowed by the $700 million
estate of an American oil billionaire.

Getty Center
[Religion/non-Western TU]
A virtual case study in the effects of Western ideas and goods on the existing social structures
and beliefs of indiginous cultures, these groups in the South Pacific would often build huge
effigies of straw and wood of ships, jeeps, and airplanes and worship them as gods. They
believed that by doing this they would be blessed with the same gifts of goods and materials that
had happened during World War II because of the American war effort. FTP, name these groups
popular during and immediately after World War II who thought that parachuting supplies were
gifts from gods.
Cargo Cults
[Fine Arts TU]
Chocolate and alfalfa sprouts are not the latest Wolfgang Puck original, rather they are the
signature materials of, FQTP, which performance artist who usually covers herself in them to
protest society's treatment of women.
Karen Finley
[Litlnon-Western TV]

Po Chu-i (choo-ee) said about him and his book of 5000 words, "If he was the one who knew,
how could he have been such a blabbermouth?" For ten points, name this 6th century BCE
author credited with the ironic line "He who talks doesn't know, he who knows doesn't talk" in
the Tao Te Ching.
Lao Tse (or Lao Tzu)
[Sci/Chern TV]
It is used extensively in the manufacture of artificial silk and collodion. It is light, colorless, and
extremely inflammable. It's formula is C2H50C2H5 . FTP, give the correct chemical name for
this liquid, which is best known for its anaesthetic properties.
diethyl (di-ethyl) ether (prompt on "ether")
[Hist TV]
The Day of Reconciliation and Accord is Russia's new name for the anniversar y of this event.
The name change tood the celebration of Communism out of the holiday but kept the day off
work. For ten points, name this November 7 event whose lackluster 80th anniversary celebration
may have caused Lenin to turn in his new grave.
Bolshevik Revolution (also accept October Revolution; prompt on Russian Revolution)
[Misc TV]
Stuff Stephanie in the Incinerator, Cannibal! The Musical, Rabid Grannies, A Nymphoid
Barbarian in Dinosaur Hell, Femme Fontaine: Killer Babe for the CIA, Surf Nazis Must Die!,
Sgt. Kabuki-man, NYPD. FTP, these cinema classics were produced by what body best known
for the cult classic "The Toxic Avenger"?
Troma Studios
[ScilPhysics TV]
Movement outside if it is not allowed. Movement along its edge is allowed, but only for light and
other forms of energy. Movement within it is possible for massive bodies, and all other matter
moves along its axis. FTP, name this theoretical temporal region expostulated in Stephen
Hawking's _A Brief History of Time._
future light cone
[Religion TV]
It begins "What we are today comes from our thoughts of yesterday, and our present thoughts
build our life of tomorrow: out life is the creation of our mind," according to one translation.
Divided into 26 briefVmadas, this book in the Pali canon is said to be the words of Siddhartha
Gautama. For ten points, name this Theravada Buddhist work?
,
the Dhammapada (dah-mahp-eda)
[PopCult TV]
She appeared in 55 films, including The Stage Door with Katharine Hepburn and Ginger Rogers
in 1937, and she starred on Broadway in 1960's Wildcat, but this Jamestown, NY native is best
known for her 6 years on television. For ten points, name this four-time Emmy winner who
portrayed the wife of a band leader on I Love Lucy.
Lucille Ball
[Lit/Theater TV]

This playwright wrote much of the libretto for Candide but was more renowned for her nonmusical work, including her 1934 debut, The Children's Hour. For ten points, name this author of
Toys in the Attic, Another Part of the Forest, and The Little Foxes.
Lillian Hellman
[PopCult TV]
Her first video "What Made You Say That?" did not sell well but was frequently requested on
Country Music Television. Later songs, such as"Dance with the One that Brought You", "You
Win My Love" and liThe Woman in Me" achieved more commercial success, possibly due to her
collaboration with fellow songwriter Mutt Lange. For ten points, name this singer, possessor of
the most famous navel in country music.
Shania Twain
[Rei TV]
Itls not from the Middle East, instead this religion was founded in California, but its world
headquarters are now in Chanhassen, Minnesota. Founded by Paul Twichell in 1965, its current
leader, Sri Harold Klemp, accended to the position in 1981. FTP, identify this New Age religion,
a staple of Public Access TV, that bills itself as liThe Religion of the Light and Sound of God. II
Eckankar
[Lit TV]
He gave over $7 million to Swarthmore college, calling it a repayment for a 1925 basketball
scholarship. This gift and others made him the only writer on Fortune's list of the top 25
philantropists. For ten points, name this author of Caribbean, Poland, Centennial, Space, and
Texas who died in October 1997.
James Michener
[Current Events TV]
The military stopped using this company after some M-l tanks were left unguarded. Com, coal
and automobiles are other products adversely affected by this company's post-merger difficulties,
which have cost customers an estimated $1 billion. For ten points, name this recent buyer of
Southern Pacific that has a shortage of freight cars, delaying shipment of products throughout the
country.
Union Pacific (prompt on UP)
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Bonuses
[PopCult B]
Given the names of two musical artists, name the song they both
recorded for a pop and/or country hit for the stated number of points.
5: Cake and Gloria Gaynor
"! Will Survive"
5: The Tony Rich Project and Kevin Sharp
"Nobody Knows"
10: The Monkees and Anne Murray
"Daydream Believer"
10: The Everly Brothers and Reba McIntyre
"Cathy's Clown"
[Lit B]
Name the author given some of his or her works, 30-20-10.
30: Scenes of Clerical Life and Felix Holt
20: Adam Bede and The Mill on the Floss
10: Silas Marner and Middlemarch
George Eliot (accept Mary Anne Evans or Mary Anne Lewes)
[Hist B]
Given a date and description, name the decisive battles for the stated number of points.
5- July 4, 1863 . Grant's defeat of Pemberton cuts the Confederacy in two by giving Mississippi
to the North.
Siege of Vicksburg
10- September 6-9, 1914. The British and French armies check the German army's advance,
destroying Germany's hopes for a speedy victory.
First Battle of the Marne
15- September 25, 1944. Defeat of the Japanese fleet off Leyte ruins Japan's naval power,
leaving her open to invasion.
Second Battle of the Phillipine Sea
[Fine ArtslPainting B]
For the stated points, identify the following regarding Salvador Dali's most famous work.
5: Its name.
The Persistence ofMemory
10: In all, how many clocks are pictured, melting or otherwise?

4
2 clocks also feature insects upon them. For 5 points each or 15 for both, name these insects.
Housefly and Ant
[ScilPhysics B]
For the given points, identify the following principles of fluid dynamics.
5: A body immersed in a fluid is buoyed up by a force equal to the weight of the fluid displaced.
Archimedes's principle
10: If a fluid is contained in a closed vessel, an increase in pressure at any point in the fluid is
transmitted undiminished through the fluid.
Pascal's principle
15: The force on the bottom of a vessel can be greater or less than the weight of the fluid
contained in it, depending on the shape of the container.
hydrostatic paradox
[LitlPhil B]
He's most famous for writing a handbook for tyrants in 1513, but his later work expressed a
preference for republics. Answer the following questions for the stated points
For 5 points, name this political philosopher.
Niccolo Machiavelli
For another ten points, name the city for which he worked until 1512.
Florence, Italy
And for another 15 points, name his premier later work, completed in 1519, that idealized the
Roman Republic.
The Discourses (Discorsi in Italian)
[ReI B]
In Genesis 49 of the Hebrew Scriptures, Jacob has last words for each of his sons. After hearing
part of Jacob's blessing or curse from the New Revised Standard Version, name these sons of
Jacob for 10 points apiece.
"Unstable as water, you shall no longer excel because you went up onto your father's bed; then
you defiled it"
Reuben
"Your hand shall be on the neck of you enemies; your father's sons shall bow down before you"
Judah
Note: one of two brothers is an acceptable answer. "May I not be jointed to their company -- for
in their anger they killed men"
Simeon or Levi (accept either)

[Hist B]
Name these leaders of modern African countries for 10 points apiece.
a. He helped the Ivory Coast achieve independence in 1960.
Felix Houphouet-Boigny (pronounced oo-fway bwan-ye; accept any reasonable pronunciation,
but prompt if only one of the hyphenated names is given)
b. This leftist first President of Guinea campaigned for independence from France in 1958, which
led to a severance of aid from the French government.
Ahmed Sekou Toure (last name pronounced too-RAY; Sekou is commonly
used as the first name)
c. President of Kenya from 1963 to 1978, he denied involvement in the Mau
Mau uprising, which the British colonial government accused him ofleading.
Jomo Kenyatta
[ReI B]
After centuries of splitting apart and condemning each other, four Christian denominations
declared themselves in full communion with each other in 1997. For 5 points apiece and an
additional 5 points for all four, name these four denominations.
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (Accept ELCA; prompt on Lutherans)
United Church of Christ (Accept UCC)
The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) (Accept Presbyterian; USA is part of the denomination name)
The Reformed Church in America (do not accept Christian Reformed; prompt on Reformed)
For another 5 points, name the denomination left Qut of this group after ELCA leaders voted
down a proposed Concordat with it.
The Episcopal Church (Accept Episcopalian; Anglican)
[PopCult B]
Name the notable pro sports officials for the stated number of points.
For 5 points apiece, name the first two female NBA referees.
Violet Palmer and Dee Kantner
For 10 points: The recipient of Roberto Alomar's saliva during an argument in 1996.
John Hirschbeck
For 10 points: The first base umpire in Game 6 of the 1985 World Series. Replays showed he
missed a 9th-inning call, which prevented St. Louis from clinching the Series. The Cardinals
then lost Game 7 11-0 to the Kansas City Royals.
Don Denkinger
[Current Events B]
Answer these questions about the Million Woman March for the stated number of points.
For 5 points, name the city that hosted the march.'
Philadelphia , PA
For 5 points, name the South African activist and politician who was the keynote speaker.

Winnie Madikizela-Mandela (accept W Mandela or Winnie Mandela; prompt on Mandela;
accept Madikizela-Mandela)
For 10 points apiece, name the two activists who organized the march.
Phile Chionesu and Asia Coney
[ScilMath B]
Using the principles of combinitorics, calculate the number of possible marital combinations of
the Spice Girls and the following bands For 15 Points Each. Assume all participants are both
single and heterosexual and also the maximum number of simultaneous marriages occur
(example, it the group is Simon and Garfunkel, there will always be two marriages and three
spinster Spices)
a) Hanson 60 (3 Hansons)
b) Wu-Tang Clan 15120 (9 Wus)
[Fine Arts B]
Chain bonus time! Combine these operas with the given rock clues FTPE.
a) A Puccini opera apropriated for the hit musical Rent + the classic Queen song sung by Wayne
and Garth in the Mirth Mobile in Wayne1s World
La Bohemian Rhapsody
b) Another Puccini opera, this time about a Japanese woman betrothed to an AMerican Naval
officer + the group responsible for IIInna Gadda Da Vidda ll
Madame Iron Butterfly
c) A lesser known work by Menotti about religious skepticism + a Stevie Nicks solo album
The Saint ofBleeker Street Angel
[Misc B]
Answer the following about Brady Bunch Syndromes FTPE.
a) Not seen in the original series was Mr. Bradis 'y oungest son, Mario, who developed this
illness after being given aspirin as a child while suffering from a cold.
Reye's Syndrome
b) In a now lost 1983 reunion episode, Greg is diagnosed with what was then called GRID. Had
the producers continued the follow-up theme instead of the time warp method for the movies,
what disease would Greg have?
AIDS or Aquired Immune Deficancy Syndrome (do not accept HIV or Gay Related Immune
Deficancy)
c) In that same 1983 episode, Marsha was kidnapped by Shiite terrorists in Lebanon and over the
course of her captivity, becomes close to her captors and at the end marries one and converts to
Islam. Most people would say she was suffering from what?
Stockholm Syndrome (do not accept Helsinki Syndrome)
[Hist B]
For five points apiece, given the year and/or clue, state the name of the Minnesotan who was an

also-ran for President.
a) 1984 Presidential election
Walter Mondale
b) 1968 Presidential election
Hubert Horatio Humphrey
c) 1968 Democratic nominating balloting
Eugene McCarthy
d) he's run in damn near every Presidential election until 1988 as the American Communist Party
candidate
Gus Hall
e) he's run in damn near every Presidential election since returning from World War IT as a
Republican, he is also the last living signatory of the UN Charter (in 1996 he offered to be Dole's
running mate to make Bobby D look young)
Harold Stassen
[Lit B]
Answer the following questions about some of Shakespeare's less comon (in college bowl) plays
F15PE
a) It is a comedy, but only in that the two principals are still alive in the end. Centered around an
unfaithful woman's love affair, it is set during the Trojan War. War and love are shown as
equally destructive.
Trolius and Cressida
b) Angelo is asigned to clean up the mess the Duke has made in Vienna, while Isabella refuses to
lose her virginity to save her brother. Everyone seems to be hipocrites and oblivious to the real
motives. The Duke ultimately takes revenge on Lucio. No this is not "The Young and the
Restless."
Measure for Measure
[Religion B]
Many religious scholars believe that four distinct sources and traditions were used in the writing
of the Old Testament, two named for their term used in the original for God, one for the book it
mainly appears in, and one signified only by a single letter. For 5 points for one, 10 for two, 20
for three, and 30 for all four, name them.
Elohist or Elohim source, Jahwist or Jahweh source, Deuteronomist source, and the Q source
[ScilPhysics B]
30-20-10. Name the substance.
30. It is the most poisonous of all elements, natural and synthetic.
20. Massive plants at Hanford, Washington, were committed to its production.
10. Discovered in 1940, it is produced in nuclear chain reactors and was the active component of
the Fat Man atomic bomb.
Plutonium
[ScilBio B]

FTPE, given the name of a (moderately) successful band, tell if they include a type of connective
tissue their name.
1. Blood, Sweat & Tears Y
2. Bone Thugz & Harmony Y
3. Skin ny Puppy N
[Fine Arts B]
[Fine Art]
St. Peter's basilica in Rome involved a Who's Who of Renaissance
architects and artists. Given a portion of the basilica, name the man
responsible for 5 points each with a 5 point bonus for all five.

a) He designed the original plan of the church
Bramante

b) After the death of Bramante, he took over construction and
redesigned St. Peter's in an ambitious Mannerist ~esign.
Antonio _de Sangallo_ the _Younger_

c) Succeeding de Sangallo, he simplified the plan in addition to
designing the dome.
_Michel angelo_

d) Discarding Michelangelo's temple front facade, this architect added
an extended nave on to the original Greek Cross plan and designed the
current facade.
Maderno

[Lit B]
Given the description of a drink from literature, provide the name FTPE.

a) Amoltillado, from the Edgar Allen Poe story, is a medium dry type of this Spanish wine,
although the British tend to drink theirs drier than that, and the Americans drink it sweeter.
sherry
b) Beowulf frequented this drink, common in Britian before the importation of wine and beer,
and easily brewed in the home from honey.
mead
c) Ian Fleming did more for this drink's public relations than anyone else, with his suave 007
always insisting on "shaken. not stirred."
vodka martini (prompt on 'martini')
[Current Events B]
Keeping up a long British tradition, two authors recently crossed pens in the Manchester
Guardian letters page over alleged slights that occured in the past few years. For ten point apeice,
name both novelists, one a successful spy novelist, the other one of Britian's most renowned
recluses, and the recently published book by the former that has been called anti-Semetic by
some, an accusation that was the instigation for the recent brough-haha.
John Ie Carre, Salmon Rushdie , and The Tailor ofPanama
[Geog B]
FI5PE, name these disputed territories
a) The thin strip of land between Libya and Chad that Libya continues to occupy in defiance of a
World Court ruling awarding it to Chad
Aouzou strip (or equivilents)
b) The western portion of Moldova that attempted to seceed from it following the break-up of the
Soviet Union.
Trans-Dniester
[PC B]
For the stated number of points, name:
a) (5) The uncle whom Luke Skywalker resides With in Star Wars.
Owen Lars
b) (10) The only pilot to fly in and survive both Battles of the Death Star.
Wedge Antilles
c) (15) The shared name of Biggs, Luke's boyhood friend, and Gavin, a pilot under Wedge in
Rogue Squadron.

Darklighter
[Geog B]
Given a rock group, give the capital of their homeland for five points a piece
a) The Fantastic Four
Berlin
b) A-ha
Oslo
c) The Suger Cubes

Rekijevik
d) ACIDC
Canberra
e) Cibo Motta
Tokyo
[Misc B]
Well then, my little malchicks and devotchkas, let us test your horrorshow knowledge of
languages by translating, for 5 each, the following from Nadsat to English.
Bolshy
big (or equivalent)
Chai
tea
Smeck
laugh (or equiv.)
Gulliver
head
Millicent
policeman
Nadsat
teenage
[Hist B]
For 10 point for an exact answer, 5 for within 5 years, give the years for these events in
Ethiopian history
a) Ras Tafari coronated as Emperor Haile Selassie
1930 (accept between 1925-1935)
b) Selassie deposed by the Dergue and forced to abdicate
1974 (accept between 1969-1979)
c) Colonel Mengistu Mariam deposed
1991 (accept between 1986-1996)
[Fine Art B]
30-20-10 identify the composer
30 a recent tribute album includes rock stars including Nick Cave reprising his best known works
20 he has become better known for his theater and musical work including "Macki Messerli
10 that song from his liberetto for Bertoldt Brecht's "Three Penny Opera" was translated and
recorded as "Mack the Knife"
Kurt Weill

